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About This Game

Your actions have been examined and it has been determined you have violated the nation's laws and contributed to a weakness
in security. In order to atone for these crimes and redeem yourself in the eyes of the powers that be, you must track down

undesirables, whose existence is incongruent with the priorities the society is founded upon.

Unlock and battle bosses as you work to hunt down every enemy on the Watchlist! Leverage the power of 4 different weapon
types, which can be upgraded individually and combined with each other in order to create weapons of devastating power! Play
cooperatively with your friends! Question your alignment with the priorities of the status quo in this high-intensity retro-styled

twin-stick shooter!

Featuring:
- 9 bosses to unlock and battle!

- 4 weapon types to upgrade and experiment combining!
- Solo play and up to 4-player local co-op!

- Procedurally generated levels for endless replayability!
- High score leaderboards to compete in!
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really\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game. I bought this mostly on a whim. Having seen what Early Access looks like
these days, I didn't have high hopes. But honestly, I was very surprised by this one.

Now, as of me writing this, there are some issues;
Firstly, keyboard controls are the only way to go at the moment, but a gamepad would feel more comfortable. I know the
developer said they're changing up the gamepad controls, but the fix can't really get here soon enough.
Secondly, enemy variety does leave something to be desired. With every mook with a sword looking the exact same as every
other mook with a sword, it does get a bit repetitive.
Third, in english, some of the speech is still... off, though I am aware that the developers of this game are not native english
speakers. Some of the speech bubbles do bleed off of the screen, and I suspect they don't do this in the chinese version.

However, the gameplay is solid, the art style is appealing and uniform, the sound design is pretty good, and I'm really digging the
soundtrack. There is an entire character customization feature that I was not at all expecting, but it really fits. But the big one...
the big one, here...
It's fun! I can really see this game being pretty good, and the only issues I've seen are not all that hard to fix.

And, it's an Early Access title that has content, feels like it has been developed before they started asking for money, AND it
actually works.. The graphics are nice, and the controls are natural. Unfortunately that is about all I can say about it. Otherwise
its basically a walking/climbing simulator. The story consists of basically 2 sentences. Its too bad because I think there could
have been a lot more depth if some simple puzzle elements were added and more glimpses into the story. Instead the game is
basically "find path -> follow path" and I got bored after the second room. IMO not worth $10. Short Answer: Bug filled mess
at it's best, with enemies that don't telegraph anything.

Long Answer: The single worst game I have ever experienced. This is below even the Bubsy games, at least I could finish those.
Every enemy in this game has instant attacks, the game is grid based, except when it isn't and the delineation isn't clear. The
concept is interesting, but the execution is so poor that ramming your head into your desk until you forget about this game is a
better use of your money.. Game is extremely boring, and you dont really do anything except move slider bars for prices and
watch the planes. Not even close to what I was expecting.
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I just found this game by searching for online coop games. And it was my luck!

The game puts the two player on a some kind strange place where they have to work together to escape. On your first run you
will encounter some difficult and sometimes maybe frustrating bits but in the end it is a great feeling to finally solve all the
puzzles (or maybe not all ;) ) and finish the game.

And me and my friend thought, well we play this game through once and have fun. How wrong we were!
After our first run there came another three playthroughs. For what, you ask? Well to beat the leaderboard on the website of
course.

So all in all it is a remarkable game. Not for its rich story or for an amazing graphic (which is also not bad!) , but for a absolute
fine and entertaining gaming concept and long time challenge for speedruns.

Thanks for making such games!. I enjoy tower defense but this is not worth it even at a bargain price.
The cursur movement slows down when in the game screen to a point that I found this unplayable.
Movement control of the characters is cumbersome and tedious.
. 23 minutes in the game and it already makes me addictive to it. Turn based strategy is really nice, in game dialogues that looks
like comics are pretty great. background music fits it. Graphics are really nice. Story line on walking through dark rooms and
searching for antidotes, keys, etc creates some nice taste to zombie like game. everything gets even more interesting when you
have to control more characters, so basically you have to think in each turn what to do. totally suggesting the game. Well done
Maris for creating this game!. This game is pretty good, definitely a step up from the old Land Air Sea Warfare game.

I actually started playing LASW when it was first released for IOS. I actually helped James at Isotope 244 with some ideas for
the game on Facebook. If I remember correctly, 3 or 4 people pitched ideas on the Isotope 244 Facebook page. My suggestion
was a nuclear power plant mega unit that blows up when destroyed. Good call not including that James, it was a bad idea.

Compared with LASW I feel like Machines at War 3 is just a big update. Graphics are the same, units are a tiny bit different,
and the AI is a little more aggressive but no necessarily better. However, Machines at War is a game in its own, so I'll treat it as
a new game for this review.

Graphics \/ Gameplay: 2D icon type graphics with some cool particle effects and decent physics. The graphics work well for the
RTS genre, but the grid system is where the game really shines. Being able to zoom out and look at the map in the form of a
giant graph is mad cool. It makes me feel like I'm some cold war commander controlling robots from a underground bunker
somewhere.

I also love the stats that pop up at the end of the battles. Its super cool being able to break down your strategy into the raw stats
and numbers.

Music: The soundtrack is OK \/ Bad. The real problem is trying to play your own music instead. I'll cover this later

AI: The AI is a huge part of any RTS, and this one does pretty good.

Back in LASW the AI had OK strategy and terrible tactics. In Machines at War 3 the AI has become very aggressive
strategically, but not much smarter tactically.

Strategy: The AI knows that the key to success is mega units and Ore. So it conducts search and destroy missions for the special
resources from the start of the game. Once it has the resources, the AI is able to out produce you, and overwhelm you with
massive amounts of building, units, and mega units.

If you don't get a leg up on the AI by getting some special resources in the early game, you're on the defensive for the rest of the
game for sure.

Tactics: The AI is still lacking a bit on the tactics side. The AI tries to overwhelm you with massive amounts of units, and it
really isn't that effective against a human player who can set up decent defenses. One thing that I noticed was that the AI only
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attacks with one kind of unit at a time. The AI will launch an air attack, and then a land attack, and then a sea attack, waiting in-
between to rebuild more units.

A human player easily defeats the AI in tactics because we know that you're supposed to attack with air, sea, and land at the
same time. No point in sending in tanks if a helicopter will destroy them. No point in sending helicopter if a fighter will shoot it
down. No point in sending a helicopter, tank, or fighter if a gunboat or submarine is covering the river. The AI does not
understand this, and sends units into areas where they cannot help or get slaughtered.

In addition, I just have to mention how horrible the AI is with building facilities. Why the hell would you rebuild your mother
base next to mine? How does it make sense to build a factory within shooting distance of my factory? The AI is just too
aggressive with building factories and buildings, and it ends up just being a waste of resources that the AI hoards.

Other: I have to mention that this game has troubles on Mac. You cannot go into big picture mode while this game is running.
You have to save and quit if you want to do ANYTHING ELSE while the game is running. Want to play music through iTunes?
Better not want to change a song, you have to save and quit. Why is this still a thing Isotope 244?

Rating: Overall, I think Machines at War 3 is pretty good. I don't think it is worth $14.99 though. I would suggest this game to
my friends, and I think that its great that Isotope 244 still makes RTS games even after they have fallen out of style all over the
Mac \/ PC space. In addition, it is great to support an indie dev.

I'm also really glad this game was released on steam. No offense James, but your website made me afraid to buy your game for a
long time.. great mod,it works awesome,and it is still being updated.The multiplayer is not always up for this mod.. I like this
game.
It's simple, but has a style.
It's best to play at night. Because it's so relaxing and meditative game.. Easy and fun 100%
Enjoy.. It's a simple chill game. First Putt-Putt game I've played. Btw, for those who launch this game and it's all full screen with
high mouse sensitivty. There's two options you can do to fix this, on your Library right click the game, go to local game files,
and you'll see the ScumVM emulator, add the game onto there, and go to it's settings and put it to "Correct Aspect Ratio". This
will solve your problem however you'll now be playing it on the emulator so Steam will not be counting your playtime hours.
Other way is to do alt+enter when starting the game, the game will go into windowed mode, for me it was on the left side for
some reason not showing the full image but on the bottom corners of the screen I was able to adjust the size and it was fine but
it's not full screen.
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